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Abstract ,_.o cr,.. s tioo.
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We describe calculations of neutron-induced reac- ."t_.._:I_
tions on carbon and oxygen for incident energies up _ t

"" _. -0 mo

to 70 MeV, the relevant clinical energy in radiation g t.i :

neutron therapy. Our calculations using the FKK- 1.2 _ _.l_
GNASH, GNASH, and ALICE codes are com-
pared with experimental measurements, and their _ t.o _t_i_._
usefulness for modeling reactions on biologically- _ 0.8
important elements is assessed. 0.6

20-- _0.... 4'0 _o Bo 70
I. Introduction

Reaction Crogs Section, n*12C
0.7 ,

In recent years, fast neutron and proton ther- _,.,o,.,,,.,,...,..¢,._,._,.,
apy has been used to successfully treat several tu- o._ Oo,..,_..*'_',_'__._,..,_

$ o I_r_llo.r at. al..IB_I

mor types that are difficult or impossible to treat _ o , b,,***,.¢., ,,,_
_ [ a vmm _d wttlm.t_

with standard radiation therapy. In order so pre- 804 rr--._ " z'*'_'''_'''_
dict dose deposition, the LLNL Medical Applica- _ _

0.3

tions Program is developing PEREGRINE, an all- _ o2L
particle Monte Carlo radiation transport code, for _, I
which cross sections for the interaction of neutrons o _
and protons with biologically important elements kO,O

are needed, for incident energies to 70 and 250 eo 4'0 ()0 80 100
MeV, respectively. Since experimental measure- _,y (w_v)
ments for these nuclei are limited, it is necessary Figure 1" Calculated n+12C total and reac-
to supplement these nuclear data with model cal- tion cross section compared with data (from the
culations. We are using a variety of nucleai mod- Brookhaven NNDC CSISRS data base).
cling codes to calculate these cross sections for
intercomparison purposes. ALICE uses the hy- to light nuclei of Young et al. [5]. We use the
brid and Weisskopf-Ewing models for preequilib- Ohio University [6] coupled-channel and spherical
rium and equilibrium decay [1], while GNASH uses potentials for nucleons above 20 MeV, along with
Hauser-Feshbach and exciton models [2]. FKK- the parameterizations of Young et al. [5] at low

. GNASH [3] is a version of GNASH which uses the energies. Optical potentials for cluster particles up
quantum mechanical theory of Feshbach, Kerman, to high energies were determined with the method
and Koonin [4] for preequilibrium emission, of Watanabe, as implemented by Madland [7]. In

Fig. 1 we show, as an example, our calculated total
II. Model developments and reaction cross section for neutrons on carbon

when we couple in the 0+,2+,4 +, and 3- states.
To accurately describe reaction mechanisms that We have made a number of modeling improve-
are important in modeling fight nuclei to high en- ments in our codes. Multiple preequilibrium pro-
ergies, it is necessary to establish appropriate level cesses [8], and also an improved description of spin
densities and optical potentials. For the level den- distributions following preequilibrium emission [9],
sities we match a Gilbert and Cameron continuum have been incorporated in GNASH and FKK-
density onto measured low-lying discrete levels, us- GNASH. Also, we have developed a version of AL-
ing the systematics of Cook with the extensions ICE which uses the above Gilbert and Cameron
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Figure 2: Calculations of 60 MeV 12C(n,7) com- Figure 3: Calculations of12C(n, xc_)compared with
pared with LAMPF/WNR data [5]. LAMPF/WNR data [10].

via the low-lying states of SBe.
continuum level densities, and inverse cross sec- We show calculated laboratory proton, alpha,
tions, rather than its usual default values. A model and deuteron emission spectra compared with UC
for determining the energy spectra of recoils has Davis data for fast neutrons on carbon and oxy-
been included, and we are currently making the gen in Figs. 4-6. We list various general features of
necessary changes for relativistic effects, these comparisons: (1) The structure seen in the

FKK-GNASH and GNASH calculations results

III. Results from the inclusion of discrete-levels; (2) Since AL-
ICE at present doesn't include a preequilibrium

We are benchmarking our calculations against cluster model, it underpredicts the high-energy
experimental data. Unfortunately there are deuterons and alphas. While the Kalbach clus-
few measurements (mainly from UC Davis and ter model used in GNASH and FKK-GNASH is

LAMPF/WNR) of inelastic neutron reactions on rather simple, it is able to approximately account
biological elements above 20 MeV. Here we show for this data; (3) Our proton emission calculations
samples of our comparisons with measurements to describe the data fairly well though we underpre-
illustrate features of our modeling, diet the highest energies since we have not included

In Figs. 2 we show calculations of the pho- direct (n,p) reactions to the discrete states.
ton emission spectrum following reactions induced While we are generally able to account for the
by 60 MeV neutrons on carbon, compared with measurements, there is one notable exception (see
LAMPF/WNR measurements by Wender et al. Fig. 5) - the 60 MeV 160(n,p) reaction, where all
[5]. Since the FKK-GNASH code includes dis- our calculations fall well below the UC Davis men-
crete cross section information, it is able to de- surement. If one assumes that (n,n') scattering
scribe the measured structure well. Such data pro- is similar to the (p,p') measurement of Bertrand
rides a useful test of the calculations ability to and Peelle [13], one then finds that these measure-

predict production cross sections of various resid- ments do not conform to the Kalend [14] systemat-
ual nuclei. An accurate description of the promi- ics (which would suggest that the (n, p) data should

nent 4.4 MeV gamma-ray from carbon validates our be about half the (n, n_) in the preequilibrium re- ,
coupled-channel calculation. ALICE is able to de- gion). It is tempting to conclude a problem with
scribe the general magnitude of gamma emission, the experiment here. Another measurement would
but not the specific details, since it always uses a help settle this. Since oxygen is the most abundant
statistical description of the levels. In Fig. 3 we element in the body after hydrogen, an accurate
show calculations of the alpha production cross sec- description of this reaction is essential.
tions from neutron reactions on carbon, compared Our results contradict Brenner and Prael's claim
with recent measurements by Halgi_t et al. [10]. .[15] that evaporation approaches do not work for
We found that at these energies GNASH overesLi- light nuclei (instead, they modeled these reactions
mated, and ALICE underestimated, alpha produc- using INC methods with a Fermi-break-up model
tion. Here the FKK model provides a better de- [11]). As we have shown, we find that our mod-
scription. Our calculations predict a large amount eling describes measurements rather well. Also, a
of low-energy alpha emission from paths proceeding recent code intercomparison at intermediate ener-



r gies shows that preequilibrium models are superior [5] P.G. Young, E.D. Arthur, M. Bozoian, T.R.
to INC below 200 MeV [16]. England, G.M. Hale, R.J. LaBauve, R.C. Lit-

Comparisons of our calculated total kerma factor tle, R.E. MacFarlane, D.G. Madland, R.T.
with measured values provides an integral check on Perry, W.B. Wilson, Los Alamos National
our work. This quantity is crucial for obtaining an Laboratory document LA-11753-MS; E.D.
accurate prediction of dose deposition in neutron Arthur and P.G. Young, Los Alamos National
therapy. In Fig. 7 we see that the FKK-GNASH Laboratory document LA-9841-PR (1983).
and GNASH calculations describe the data well, [6] A. Meigooni, R.W. Finlay, J.S. Petler, and J.P.

though the omission of preequilibrium clusters in Delaroche, Nucl. Phys. A445, 304 (1985); A.
ALICE leads to an underprediction. Meigooni, J.S. Petler, and R.W. Finlay, Phys.

Med. Biol. 29, 643 (1984); M.S. Islam, R.W.

IV Conclusions Finlay, J.S. Petler, J. Rapaport, R. Alarcon,
" and J. Wierzbicki, Phys. Med. Biol. 33, 315

Statistical preequilibrium and equilibrium codes (1988).
can be used with confidence to model reactions on [7] D.G. Madland, in Proceedings of a Specialists'
biological nuclei. Despite the wide-spacings oflev- Meeting on Preequilibrium Reactions, Sem-
els in these light nuclei, statistical assumptions ap- mering, Austria, 10-12 Feb. 1988, edited by
pear to be satisfied for the incident energies we have B. Strohmaier (NEA of the OECD Report
considered (>20 MeV). It is necessary, though, to NEANDC-245 "U", 1988) p. 103.
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